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Background

There once was a very crazy year that people will talk about for many years to come. Suddenly the world changed. 
The valiant knights of Services for the Blind, along with their noble leader CountJesscula came to rescue the VIPs 
from their captivity. Soon their lives were filled with music introductions, ice breakers, refreshments, bins, and 
labeled envelopes. A boring day was now filled with socializing with others like them. What fun was had! Writing, 
Labeling, Fire Safety, Lighting, local resources, organizing your home, and so much more! There was so much to 
learn and time sure flew by! Though life looked different, some positive changes happened. Those who were visual 
impaired didn’t have to arrange transportation to spend time with others! The wonderful world of video chatting 
was the new normal. As if fog was lifted, it is now time for our knights and leader to figure out another new normal! 
Come 2022 (we hope) the VIPS shall gather in person once more. The VIPS will learn how to cook safely, eat with 
confidence, and the merriment shall commence. Stay tuned, as we shall gather around the round table for the 
grandest of feasts! The White Chocolate Chex Mix will flow once more.

When COVID-19 hit, we immediately stopped in-person classes. In fact, I was driving 

home from an in-person class with my instructors when we were told to cancel classes 

and we were working from home. Life changed quickly! After a few months and the 

realization that COVID wasn’t going anywhere, I gather my teaching team and we came 

up with the virtual class curriculum I’m going to present on. 

Below is a story I created for clients to practice document scanning for Seeing AI and a 

good overview of what this presentation will cover.



Prior to Class 
Starting

● Shopping for supplies

● Put together supplies in organized bin

● Deliver items to clients porch

● Get client’s device set up on their porch

● Practice session with Google Meet- 

either via video conference or calling 

in.



Shopping- Walmart or Target

Papergoods-

● Storage Bins
● Ziplocks- sandwich
● Ziplock- quart
● Ziplock- snack
● Tupperware 
● Colorful plates
● Colorful Cups
● Colorful Napkins
● Colorful Plasticware

Labeling- 

● Plastic bug
● Wood Popsicle stick
● Jewel sticker
● Puff Paint

Laundry-

● Color catcher
● Tide pods
● Tide sticks

Personal Care-

● Dial Soap for sewing
● Nail kits, orange sticks, 

emery boards
● Toothbrush kits
● Flossers
● Vaseline  
● Nail polish
● Magnifier mirrors
● Bathroom products for 

sensory basket, tiny 

Food- 

● Canned good for 
sensory (1 for each 
client)- 

● crackers, granola bars, 
trail mix, Crystal Light, 
Tea (think non-parships 
snacks and lightweight 
drinks)

● Candy for final class 
celebration/prize

● Other for final class 
celebration/prize

● LED Tea Lights
● Party Horn
● Bandaids

Crafting-

● Different shaped 
buttons

● Sandpaper
● Velcro
● Foam letters
● stones for braille dots
● Puff paint
● Pre-threaded needle kit
● Size 7 needles
● Tiny thread
● Magnetic pin cushions
● Stitch witchery
● Supplies for craft such 

as- flower pot to 
decorate or supplies to 
make paper holiday 
trees



Vendors- Office Supply Store, See 
More Vision or other vision loss 
product vendor

Office Supply Store-

● Gel pens- Uniball 
Signo 207

● Bravo pens- black
● Bravo pens- blue
● Clipboards
● Clear Plastic 

Sheets
● Award Certificates

Product Vendor- 

● Signature Guide- 
● Cafeteria Tray- Chocolate 

Brown 10-in X 14-in
● Cafeteria Tray- Grey 14-in x 

18-in
● Measuring combo set of 4 cups 

and 6 spoons- large print- 
black/green

● Mixed Bump Dots
● Stainless steel measuring 

spoon set
● Writing Guide Set
● Say When Liquid level 

Indicator
● 2- Boldwriter 40 pen @ 2.49 

each

● Little Larry Flashlight
● MaxiAids Fire Safety Oven Stick
● Reizen Flame Retardant Oven Mitt, 

17 inches - Black 
● Reizen Talking Digital Thermometer
● CanDo Latex Free Exercise Band- 

4-ft. Light Intensity
● Hexe Threader
● 3- Giant Tactile Dice- Black with 

White Dots - Set-2 - or 3- Low 
Vision Dice with contrast



Bin system

● Allows clients to have all 
teaching supplies contained in 
one box

● Each day’s lesson is in a marked 
envelope

● Put envelopes in order: 1-11
● Trays and resource notebook 

to the side
● Refreshment provided in a 

ziplock, such as granola bars, 
crackers, tea packets, and 
crystal light

Point out refreshments 
to keep away from 
pets/children and to 
keep in appropriate 
temperature



Organizing Supplies
● Schedule more than you think you need! 

● Label all envelopes with tactile markings

● Organize lessons in tupperware or zip locks

● Create label/sticker with client name, to make 

sure each client get each envelope and to organize 

low vision vs. totally blind envelops

● Puff paint envelop, measuring cups, etc. prior to 

putting together to allow for dry time

● Tape or staple envelopes shut to limit clients from 

unorganizing after delivery









At Delivery

Tell Clients the following: 

● Talk to family members-no interruptions
● Find a quiet place to have the class
● Have a glass of water, tissues ready
● Get class bin before class starts
● Make sure device is charged and have a 

charger nearby
● Don’t take device with you for bathroom 

breaks
● No Television on while we are teaching
● Don’t open envelops early

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1ejb_vgscnjdG_8onhGnfFdClsAu0eE5e/preview


What Lessons do we teach?

● When we started this virtual journey, we had to think about 

what classes would be possible and safe to teach over video. 

● We decided that cooking would just not be safe. But most everything else that we 

teach in the in-person classes, we found a modification to teach virtually. 

● Some lessons we found, after the first few 11-week classes, that we needed more 

labels and more organization.

● After our pilot class, we decided to add another week of classes to add in the 

lessons the clients stated that would have like added, such as braille, sewing, and 

a friends and family education day.

● I’ve added a theme song… or two for each week. At the beginning of of the class, I 

play the songs and let the clients guess the theme. 



Getting Started- Let’s Get It Started

Introductions

Goals for class

Writing Lesson



Shopping & Eating- Lost in the 
Supermarket and Eat It

1. Recorders (digital and on 
phone)

2. Shopping Tips

3. Eating Techniques

4. Online Shopping and 
Shopping Apps

5. Voting



Telephone and Newsday- Telephone 
Line, Call Me, Sunday Papers

1. Telephone lesson

2. NFB Newsline

3. Reading Radio

4. Lighting



Self-Care- Break My Stride and Just 
the Way You Are 

1. Self-Advocacy- 

mention most 

important lesson 

class

2. Personal Care

a. Doctor

b. Make-up and 

Shaving

c. Hair

d. Nail care

e. Teeth



Taking Care of the House- Taking Care of 
Business, When Will My Life Begin?, and 
Masks, Gloves, Soap, Scrubs

● Laundry

● Making the Bed

● Cleaning

● Sensory Basket

● Labeling

● Braille



Health and Safety- Money and Double Vision

● Eye Safety information

○ Discussion of various eye 

diseases

○ Low vision aids

○ Charles Bonnet 

● Clinical Pharmacist

● Money and Avoiding Scams

● Fire Safety



VIP Resources- Vincent 
(Starry, Starry Night), 
Saturday in the Park

Resources include: 

● Art Access

● Parks and Rec

● SHIIP

● Library for the Blind

● Quintex of the Carolinas- 

CCTV/Orcam Vendor 



Health and Safety- Safety Dance and Go For It

● Eating the Rainbow

● Fall Prevention

● Non-24

● Chair Exercises

● Disaster Preparedness

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1yUv5BUH91QYQwLCrzCmwuIQ1oI-JR-pc/preview


Entertainment- Go the Distance

● Craft

● Survival Sewing

● Fishing 

Tournament/Camp 

Dogwood

● Library of Congress- Bard

● Adaptive Game- Bunco

● Audio Description



Friends and Family Day - We are Family 
and Thank You for Being a Friend

● Hadley Presentation

● Family Feud Review Game

● Friends and Family Afternoon

○ Guest invited to learn about 

services for the blind

○ see vision simulator

○ Learn about person first 

language

○ Learn how to help someone 

with vision loss

○ Learn sighted guide



Celebration- The Final Countdown 
and Celebration

● Surveys to get feedback 
from clients

● Mindful Museum Activity
● Award Ceremony
● End of class survival kit
● Play Name that Tune or 

Trivia
● What’s Next

○ Support Groups
○ Low Vision Rehab 

Solutions



Tips for success
● If the client can join with a camera, this helps you/your instructor see if the client is 

paying attention and on track

● Have them show you their progress. If they aren’t on video, have them describe 

what they are doing. 



Tips for success ● Start with Tech Savvy Clients for your first ever virtual 

class- you don’t want to spend your entire time stressing 

about technology the first time you are teaching this.

● For the pilot class I had two students attend, who had been 

in an in-person class, so they could give me feedback on 

how the classes compared. Virtual vs. in-person

● Ask for feedback from clients on the class, throughout the 

class, not just the end. What worked well with the virtual 

format? 

● Don’t be afraid to mute people. I tell them, don’t be 

offended if I mute you. 

● Encourage clients with no smartphone or tablet to still join. 

Let them know it’s all audio described and I mention that 

I’ve had at least 2 clients join each class over the phone and 

really got a lot out of the class. 

● Find a video chat platform that allows you to call the client, 

in case they just can’t call in independently (Subscription 

Google Meet does allow this for sure!)



How to engage the clients during a 
Virtual Class

● Add Music at the beginning, during lunch

● Ice Breakers

● Change up who is talking, have guest speakers, play 

videos

● Have hands on activities, not just lectures

● Ask questions at the beginning of each teaching session 

and make each client answer- Example: what problems do 

you have with writing?

● Ask them to list one new thing they learned at the end of 

the class

● Review game of materials learned towards end of class

● Play an adaptive and interactive game- Yahtzee or Bunco

● Play name that Tune or Trivia



How Much does a class like this cost?
● Bins with all teaching Supplies- 

○ Office Supply Store- $64.90/10 (client #)= 

$6.49

○ Walmart- $276.25/10= $27.63

○ Target- $66.17/10= $6.62

○ See More Vision- $158.69

● Approximately $200 for supplies per client to 
attend the class. 

● I also hire instructors to help me put on the 

class and they get paid an hourly rate for 

teaching, lesson planning, and calling the clients 

as a reminder. 

○ Approximately- $2400 

● Total Class Budget for a class of 10 clients is 

around: $4400 



Making it Fun- 
Last Day Candy!



Ask them to dress Festive for last class.
Audio Describe outfits to the group. 



Setting up fun  background

Jess teaches  how to change their background while we wait for clients to arrive 



Special Awards

The teaching team takes note of 

notable/award winning attributes of each 

client and we have an award ceremony on 

the last day. I create a slideshow with each 

award and announce each one, while 

playing “Pomp and Circumstance”. Each 

client also get a participants certificate and 

acknowledgement of perfect attendance. 



Problems you might encounter

Problem Possible Solution

Difficulty joining the class Email link before each class, create a Siri Shortcut to class

Students can’t mute/unmute. You can mute them 

with google, but can’t unmute them. 

Orient them to the buttons and gestures prior to class 
starting. Remind them throughout class. 

Background noise (dogs, chatting, TV, clocks, fire 

alarm battery chirp, etc…)

Express the importance of being in a quiet place. Let them 
know if they make any noise the focus goes to them

Client moves phone around Suggest using a stand 

Echo from speaker phone Wear headphones or earbuds

Materials rustling around Work on clients muting skills. Have them gather material 
before lesson starts



Benefits of the Virtual Class- 
Client FeedBack

“I wanted to thank you, Ed, Ginnie Lou, Karen, and Sherry for giving me hope. The classes 
that you guys have presented over the last few weeks have given me resources, support, 
and strength to face the future of my vision impairment.  I am overwhelmed with 
information and data provide by your group and guest speakers.  Since my diagnosis of 
macular degeneration over seven years ago, I have sought out information and resources.  
I never received what I needed until now!  when the classes were first propose to me, I 
was thinking how was I going to do four hours of instruction twice a week. After the first 
class, I couldn't wait for the next one. I am reminded of the phrase, “ Give a man a fish, 
and you feed him for a day, show him how to catch a fish, and you feed him for a lifetime”.  
Thank you for teaching me how to fish!  I know my journey will not be easy, but I have 
hope now and I will continue  to learn in order to live independently.”



 “This has reaffirmed that I’m not the only who is undergoing a 
change in sight. It helped knowing there are other people in the 
same situation, who are doing a great job with it with a positive 
attitude. I appreciate everybody’s openness in the class. Thank-you 
all for sharing your experiences and how to you do things. I 
appreciated the positive attitude everybody projects”

“For a person with no or low vision, I think with an ipad can create confidence. It keeps people 
connected. There are so many accessibility tools built in that I wasn’t aware of- like speak 
screen. It creates confidence and helps with so many things to do in your day-to-day life. You 
can use Siri to help you find things if you can’t visually see the screen. My favorite part of the 
iPad class was just the knowledge of being able to learn the different things and everybody 
helping one another. No body got frustrated and gave up. Everybody was so willing to learn. We 
teach each other. I think this is a class that could stay virtual. It was convenient to learn in  your 
home. You could attend appointment and still attend class, we didn’t have to worry about 
transportation. It’s truly convenient and it took a lot of stress off, for a person with a disability.”



Benefits over in-Person

● Guest Speakers from all over the country. 

● Resources: NC Museum of Art, Art Access, Raleigh Parks and rec. Hadley, 

Bard- library of congress, NFB Newsline, NC Library for the blind, low vision 

rehab solutions, SHIIP, Quintex of Asheville, clinical pharmacist

● No transportation issues

● Health issues that might prohibit client from leaving home

● Client can attend class while in a car, at the doctor, out of town, etc.  



Statistic- how successful were 
these classes?

Out of the 75 clients who have attended 9 classes



Why I plan on continuing virtual 
classes 

● Client’s with health and mobility issues can still attend

● Transportation isn’t an issue

● They are cheaper to run

● I can host more in a year, which will allow me to serve more clients

● Plan  to start a hybrid classes with virtual training and then have a 3 

session class to make up for lesson missed (such as cooking).



Important Takeaways

Put in a lot of time before the class starts to make it run smoothly

Every client gets labels bin, that’s exactly the same for each client (minor difference 
between low vision and blind client’s bin)

Make sure the client knows how to join virtually

If they are a little resistant, encourage them to try 2-3 classes. Usually you can win them 
over and they get a lot out of the class 

Encourage them to turn on their camera, for whole time, or at least during the time they 
are speaking. This allows clients with low vision to see each other and feel more connected. 

Make it fun! That’ll make them want to come back for more. 



Questions?


